
ABC “BREITMOOS”  

Hp. Baud, Brunnenrain 37, Langenthal  0041 62 922 20 54 und 0041 76 261 24 32 
 
 

 
Arrival:  

 Welcome! Each afternoon at 15.00 clock, unless otherwise agreed. Check out: thank 
you, and goodbye! Always in the morning 10.00 clock, unless otherwise agreed.  

 

Arrival and registration. Useful numbers  

 Contact Mr. Hisham    0041 78 805 14 07 the housemanager. This is also when during 
your stay emerge some technical problems. 
 

Bank account: 

 Mr Hans Peter baud, Brunnenrain 37 , CH -4900 Langenthal . UBS CH -4900 Langenthal 
BIC code UBSWCHZH80A                        IBAN: CH4900235235513795M2J  
 

Bed linen, tea towels, towels and final cleaning:  

 Not included in the price: 130 CHF per stay. 

 Please pay 130 CHF directly to the housemanager. 

 Please clean the apartment with the broom.  
 

Emergency numbers: 

 Baud, Langenthal : 0041 76 261 24 32 hp.baud @ freesurf.ch / accident on the slopes : 
0041 33 550 50 00 / emergency service 00041 33 971 62 00 or 144/ 118 Emergency Fire 
/ breakdown and accident assistance 24 h for all emergency Brands 0041 33 971 67 16. 
Air Rescue 1414 / Hospital Meiringen 0041 33 972 33 33 

 

Firealarm:  

 Fire-blanket and  spray are located behind the entrance door. Extinguisher in the 
corridor of the other apartment. Entrance in front of the house! 
 

Fireplace: 

 Do not use by windy weather and rain. Open fireplace: Pull handle forward.  

 Please provide a fire for the successor. Thanks. 
 

Pets: 
You can take your favourite. Please do not leave them on the furniture. 
  

Internet: 

 Wlan Name: bku - 14074 (shown)  

 Code: qtyk - akn7 - 39fg - 5asp             It is free of charge.  
 

 
Key: 

The key is located in the small safe at the main entrance (wooden box).  
           The CODE you get after you have read my instructions, when you are in mail- 
            contact with me and have paid half the price one month before arrival.   
 

Heating: 

 It’s very easy! In general, it is sufficient if the age-old stone oven is heated up in the 
morning. If it is warm, open all doors. 

 1 Pull out slide.  



 2 Cover crumpled newspaper and firelighters with kindling.  

 3 In the winter 6-8 large pieces of wood usually are enough to heat the house for a day. 
First, pull the slider out. Open the air vents completely, (small hatch). When the fire is 
burning, close it again. Push the slider to 1/3 into the wall 

 4 As transition in spring and autumn: use 2-3 pieces of wood or/and the oil / electric 
furnace. 
 

Parking: 

 Without snow up to three cars can be parked at the house. In winter, about 3-4 places 
are reserved on the ground of Johann Willi. Plan on: 
www.hanspeterbaud.com/ferienwohnung. Walkway to the house about 7 min 
 

Shopping: 

 There are Supermarkets in Reuti, Wasserwendi and Hohfluh.  
 

Slide: 

 The sled in the shed may be needed. Ski carriage and bicycle rental Fahner Sports, 
Wasserwendi 033 971 12 29  
 

Smoking:  

 Please smoke outside! 
 

Suggestions and damage:  

 Please write on a piece of paper and put it in the mailbox or use e- mail to 
hp.baud@freesurf.ch 
 

TV: 

 1 Switch on. 2 On the remote controls A and B to 1. 3 Remote control B on Tv / sat. 
 

Taxi:  

 Mrs Schaad 0041 33 971 66 33 
 

Tourist Information:  

 Hasliberg address Haslital tourism Twing 6084 Hasliberg Wasserwendi phone  
      033 972 51 51 

 

Waste: 

 Every week there is a free 35 l bag. At the weekend, a bag 17 l. Compost is at the lower 
left corner of the garden. Ashes on the fields. The waste in the container Goldern , 
Hohfluh . Bottles in the container in Hohfluh .  

http://www.hanspeterbaud.com/ferienwohnung
mailto:hp.baud@freesurf.ch

